
The ninth Kinsey’s Dealer Show was held in the
Hershey Lodge and Convention Center in
Hershey, Pennsylvania on February 18-20. The

setting at the lodge is beautiful, convenient and family
friendly although admittedly it is hard to keep the kids
from getting on a chocolate high. This year the show
attracted approximately 250 vendors and over 500 deal-
ers. While the northeast was naturally heavily represent-
ed dealers came from long distances. States as far away
as Texas had representation with one dealer coming
from Puerto Rico for the second year in a row.

Things got off to a fast start after the traditional walk-
through early Friday evening which was followed by the
first annual Early Closeout Blowout Sale which consists
of discontinued items on a first come, first serve basis.
Dealers moved quickly through the displays picking up
bargains and turning in their order sheets so they could
be deducted from the distributor’s sophisticated inven-
tory tracking sytem. 

After a pleasant evening socializing and some sleep
the dealers were up and at it the following morning start-
ing out with a dealer breakfast sponsored on Saturday by
Gold Tip. (Sunday’s breakfast was sponsored by Field
Logic/Rage Broadheads.) After breakfast the dealers
cruised the show floor inspecting new equipment and
placing orders.

A much anticipated event by all who attend Kinsey’s
annual dealer show was the Saturday night dealer appre-

ciation social sponsored
by Limbsaver, Carbon

Express and G5. The event started out with lots of great
food and drink and plenty of free give-a-ways. Just when
things looked like they were going to settle down Joe
Nichois took the stage and gave an outstanding perfor-
mance that had the crowd on their feet with many taking

to the dance floor. 
At the conclusion of

Kinsey’s Show Continues To Prove
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Rick Kinsey opened the Saturday
Night Dealers Appreciation Night
by welcoming everyone to the
show and evening of fellowship.
He expressed the firm’s gratitude
for the continuing support and
growing business relationship.

Above, hats and miscellaneous gifts and prizes filled the air dur-
ing Dealer Appreciation Night as everyone tried to attract the
attention of those “tossing out” the goodies. At right, Joe Nichois
provided the entertainment for the evening and to say it was well
received would be a gross understatement. Everyone had their
toes tapping and the dance floor was jammed.

An emotional moment occurred at Dealer Appreciation Night as
Tammy and Greg Hipp, owners of G&T Sports Plus of Mount
Storm, West Virginia were recognized by Kinsey’s Toni DiRuscio
for their unselfish generosity. Greg and Tammy were the winner’s
of a exclusive whitetail hunt with Montana Whitetails drawn at
the 2010 Kinsey Dealer Show. They opted to donate the hunt to
Hunter’s Helping Soldiers, an organization that provides physical
and emotional healing for our service men and women. Tammy
gave an inspiring speech as she encouraged all to do whatever
they could for those in uniform.
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the show on Sunday, just when you thought it was all
over, drawings were held for a series of outstanding
prizes. A full listing of the winners is printed elsewhere in
the feature.

Dealer Viewpoints
Before I launch into coverage of many of the manu-

facturers exhibiting at this distributor show, let’s hear
from some dealers about why they chose to attend. 

Ron and Deb Koch attended Dealer Appreciation
Night with their granddaughter Shanelle Koch, who is at
right in the photo below. Ron owns and operates Koch’s
Archery in Schuykill, Pennsylvania. 

“The Kinsey’s Dealer Show allows me to not only
learn more firsthand about the products in which I am
interested but also to personally meet the
company representatives,” said Koch.
“Another attraction for me is the opportunity

to interface with other dealers as well. I
love to work with young people
because not only am I giving them a
hand up but I am also building a cus-
tomer for life. I remember a kid that
came into my shop with a bow he
bought at a yard sale that did not fit

him. I swapped him for a used bow I had in stock that did
fit him and now that youngster is a regular customer.”

“This is our third year coming to the Kinsey’s Show,”
said Kevin Watkins
who attended with his
wife Wendy. The
Watkins (in photo at
left) own All Outdoors
located in Owego
New York. “The show
is close and it is at a
great location. It is an
excellent opportunity
to find out what’s new
and Kinsey’s is easy to
do business with and

they have quick shipping which is great
for a small business.”

Eddie Scruggs (at left), owner of Big
Ed’s Archery located in Cullen, Virginia
said, “This show is a combination of
business and pleasure. I always meet
dealers at the show who are old friends
and it gives us time to visit. The show

It Has What Archery Dealers Want
By John Kasun

Kinsey’s Alan Richard was the man
behind the camera making a photo-
graphic record of the show and atten-
dees. He is also responsible for head-
ing up production of the different cat-
alogs the company publishes.

Kinsey’s Dave Parker (left) and Toni DiRuscio
took a short break Sunday morning before
hitting the floor to ensure things kept running
smoothly.

Kinsey’s Toni DiRuscio and Joe Miller of
Gartland Associates handled the prize draw-
ing at the close of the show.
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also gives me
face time with
manufactur-
ers and reps
to discuss
problems or
concerns as
well as an
opportunity
to see and
handle the
new equip-
ment.”

Chip and Karen Johnson (shown above) own
Jefferson Archery of Jefferson, Maryland. “We attend
both the ATA Show and the Mathews Show,” explained
Chip. “The Kinsey’s show allows us to tie up loose ends as
well as pick up selected items that we may want to try
but not stock heavily until we see how they go.” 

Greg and Tammy Hipp, owners of G&T Sports Plus in
Mount Storm, West Virginia attend the Kinsey’s Show
each year. “While we attend the ATA Show when we can,
it is expensive,” said Tammy. “Kinsey’s is easy to get to
and it is a great show. We get a lot of our business done
here and the people at Kinsey’s are really nice to do busi-
ness with. It is more like a family get-together.” (Greg and
Tammy are pictured on the opening page.)

Booth Coverage
ArrowTrade saw the Kinsey’s show as an opportunity

to focus on manufacturers not already covered at one of
two previous winter shows, the 2010 Mathews Retailer
Business Show and the 2011 ATA Show. That show cover-
age appears in our March issue. If you’ve misplaced your
print copy, the identical articles are available at arrow-
trademag.com (for those with a high speed internet con-
nection) or arrowtrademagazine.com (for dial-up sys-
tems.)

Rano Harris, president of DownSafe Systems, was
on hand (see photo below) to explain the importance of
using an emergency descent for complete protection in
the event of a fall. Most people know of the importance
of using a full body harness that meets TMA standards
and more are learning that a body harness alone does
not ensure complete safety. Suspension trauma can

occur very quickly after a fall.
To minimize the chance of
serious injury or death the
user needs to get on the
ground or other safe plat-
form as soon as possible after
a fall to prevent interrupted
blood flow, preferably in less
than five minutes. 

The DownSafe system is
designed to be installed
between the tree and the
tether of any full body har-
ness that meets TMA standards. In the event of a fall the
DownSafe system automatically lowers the wearer to the
ground at a controlled rate even if the hunter is injured
or unconscious.  

Two models are avail-
able in weight ranges of
120 to 200 pounds and 175
to 300 pounds. The
DownSafe System is
designed for a single use
after which it can be
returned to the factory
and rewound for a nomi-
nal fee. The DownSafe is
an excellent add-on sale
opportunity for the dealer.
For complete information
call (866) 308-9383. 

At right, Jerrod Karr,
national sales manager for
Millennium Treestands,
was showing Millennium’s
T100 UltraLight Tripod
which is new for 2011.
Millennium, the manu-
facturer of a complete line
of hang-ons, climbers and
ladder stands saw the
need to add a tripod to its

Kinsey’s Early Closeout Blowout Sale opened at 5:30 Friday
afternoon. Dealers flooded in looking for good prices and special
deals on overstocked and closeout items.
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line allowing the dealer to satisfy the wide range of their
customers’ needs. 

The T100 is 10 feet in height with a 300 pound capac-
ity weighing in at just 36 pounds due to its all aluminum
construction. The tripod features non-sink web feet and
is adjustable for uneven ground and folds for ease of
transportation. The tri-
pod offers a variety of
options for complete cus-
tomization including: 4
foot leg extensions, a foot
rest, gun rest, bow holder
and gun holder. The tri-
pod utilizes Millennium’s
famous comfort seat
which rotates quietly 360
degrees. 

Also new for 2011 is
Millennium’s M100R
HangOn APG HD Camo
model and its L50 16 foot
Single Ladder designed to
offer the dealer a quality
ladder stand at an attrac-
tive price point. For infor-
mation on Millennium’s
complete line of stands,
phone (601) 932-5832.

Brett and Chris Fulton (at lower left), owners of Ram
Cat Broadheads, are very pleased with the excellent
reception the Ram Cat is receiving among both
bowhunters and dealers. “The Ram Cat is truly a fixed
bladed broadhead that flies as accurately as the best fly-
ing mechanicals,” said Brett. “In addition to excellent

flight the Ram Cat produces penetration
superior to any head on the market as proven
by our extensive public testing performed at
the 2010 ATA Show. The Ram Cat combines
Airfoil technology that creates an air foil
which drafts wind over the blades in flight
eliminating wind-planing. That same tip
turns into a Hydrofoil once in the animal
forcing body mass outward. This reduces fric-
tion on the shaft and results in greater pene-
tration and wound channels, as testified by
our many users.”

The Ram Cat comes in a three blade 100
grain head with .032
inch thick blades and
a 1-3/8 inch cutting
diameter. New for
2011 is a three blade
125 grain model with
.032 inch thick blades
and a 1-1/2 inch cut-
ting diameter. Ram
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Cat broadheads are
available direct, you
can order them
through Kinsey’s or
they can be pur-
chased through any
PSE sales represen-
tative. For complete
information call
(412) 519-5352.

Jedediah Forrest
of Pole Mountain
shows off the new
Hardcase BII com-
pact bow case.  The
case uses vertical

compression technology gripping the bow from top and
bottom of the case as opposed to conventional clamshell
designs that compress the bow from the sides putting
pressure on the arrows when a quiver is attached. While
the case is great for storage it is designed for the harshest
travel conditions. Flipping one end open exposes the
inside of the case for ease of storage or removal of the
bow. The case accepts one bow with quiver attached or
two bows without quivers. An optional locking binder
attachment cable is available for securely locking the
case to an ATV or truck. 

“The precision engineered roto-molded shell has full
wrap structural corrugations extending its entire length,”
explained Forrest. “These corrugations allow the exterior
of the case to act as its own blow deflecting exoskeleton.
The tongue-and-groove lid seam compresses tight against
a neoprene gasket in the case body sealing out the ele-
ments and locking the lid against the slightest side shift.”

New for 2011 is a crossbow version that allows for
storage of a crossbow within the
hard case when disassembled.
As shown here, the case comes
with an internal soft case cover
that can be used to convert the
hard shell bottom to a crossbow
case when the user arrives at the
destination and reassembles the
crossbow. For information on
Pole Mountain Products phone
(707) 632-5711.

Drew Lambert of Mike
Wieck Sales holds the Attack
IR trail camera from Non-
Typical Inc.’s Cuddleback
line of cameras. The Attack
IR is new for 2011 and is

capable of taking 50,000 images with four D size batter-
ies. The waterproof unit takes 5 megapixel (MP) images
day or night and has a video mode as well. For conve-
nience it can be downloaded with a flash drive allowing
the card to be cleared and reformatted in the field. A
Guard Duty mode can be set to take a photo every 12 sec-
onds. It features a 60 foot detection range and can be set
for an interval trigger of 15 seconds to 30 minutes. Its .25
second detection time and center shot technology keeps
the animal centered in the photograph. The camera fea-
tures an attractive all new look and a quick mounting
system that allows for easy installation and removal. For
more information call (920) 347-3810.

Co-owner Mike Lee (left in photo below) and
employee Cody
Clark were
demonstrating
Last Chance
Archery’s line
of bow presses.
Last Chance
manufactures a
line of presses
and other use-
ful accessories
designed to
make the dealer’s
job quick, easy
and safe. Last
Chance presses
are capable of
pressing any
model compound although some of its models do
require limb adapters. One of the attractive features of its
line of presses is its simple one hand operation. Some
models are available with electric drives and foot con-
trols for the dealer who desires easier operation.

New for 2011 is this EZ Green model shown above.
The EZ Green was developed in response to customer
demand for a high quality press at an affordable price
with fewer bells and whistles. The EZ Green comes as a
bench mounted press only. Call (706) 654-1961 for infor-
mation on this  line of presses.

Mike Mathews, national sales manager for
KutMaster was showing dealers the brand from Utica
Knives, one of the few remaining cutlery manufacturers
in the USA. Located in Utica, New York it celebrated its
100th anniversary in 2010. KutMaster is the worldwide

e x c l u s i v e
licensee for
Team Realtree
knives (below)
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and also it offers a line of Mathews knives ideally suited
for the archery dealer. 

KutMaster knives offer a lifetime warranty and high
quality at an affordable price meaning more bang for the
buck for both the dealer and their customer. 

“KutMaster prices are structured to allow the dealer to
make the maximum profit from every knife they offer,”
explained Mathews. “We also offer private label capabili-
ties for the dealers who are interested.” Phone (800) 888-
4223 for information on KutMaster’s complete cutlery line. 

At lower right,
Trophy Taker’s Paula
Anderson and Cookie
Kunzer were on hand
to introduce Trophy
Taker products to
interested dealers.
Trophy Taker offers a
line of rugged arrow
rests including the
popular Smackdown
that is tied either to
the lower limb or to
the upward traveling
cable. It seeks to
eliminate timing
problems for a sim-
pler set-up and posi-

tive arrow clearance.
Joining Trophy Taker’s line of Shuttle T-Lock and

Terminal T-Lock broadheads this year is its Tight Point
field tip that features an integrated o-ring which pre-
vents the tip from rattling loose yet allows it to be easily
removed by hand. Another new item for 2011 is Trophy
Taker’s Right Angle Wrist Sling. The angle mounted
bracket ensures the sling slips on and off the hand easily
while the Allen wrench adjustment allows the user to
quickly adjust the sling’s length for the proper fit without

the need to weave the sling in and
out of a series of holes. 

For more information on
Trophy Taker’s products phone
(406) 826-0600.  
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Lone Wolf
Treestands was
represented by
Dan Baldock, at
left. “For 2011 all
of our stands fea-
ture a new cast-
ing design with a
built-in bow
holder (shown
above) that will
accept the popu-
lar beyond paral-
lel bows,” said
Baldock. “Also we
are proud to say

that all of our stands are now
made in the good old USA.”

For 2011 Lone Wolf has
added to its extensive line of
stands the Assault 11 Hand
Climber Combo at left.
Lightweight and full-featured
the hand climber combo
folds down to a 5 inch packed
profile and weighs in at 17-
1/2 pounds while offering a
30 inch by 19-1/2 inch plat-
form with plenty of room.
The included sit-climb strap

provides a secondary climbing option for those who pre-
fer the “sit and stand” style of climbing. To learn more
about Lone Wolf’s complete line phone (309) 691-9653.  

Karen Abrahamson, director of administrative ser-
vices for Bohning Archery, below holds Bohning’s new
Chameleon bow quiver. The Chameleon is available in

either a three or five arrow quiver with a
slim design that keeps the quiver tight to
the bow for improved balance. The
Chameleon utilizes polycarbonate to pro-
vide the strength of metal without the
weight. It offers a variety of interchangeable
camo plates (see close-up) that can be used
to match the camo to
the surroundings or the
user’s camo choice in

bow and/or clothing.
Bohning’s Tower fletching jig (at

right) is updated for 2011 offering a
jig with a wide variety of fletching
options in a complete package. 

The Michigan firm’s new Ferr-l-
tite Cool Flex is a super strong
reversible low temperature hot melt
for carbon shafts designed to give
the dealer maximum flexibility while reducing lost
inserts and greatly reducing the possibility of ruined
arrows. Bohning also now offers its original Blazer vanes
in an easy to use shrink fletch. For information on
Bohning’s complete line phone (231) 229-4247. 

Tony Tenore, international sales manager for
Ameristep, stands
next to Amerstep’s
Carnivore blind, new
for 2011. The
Carnivore is made
from a durable poly-
cotton material that
reduces noise and
sheen. A ground skirt
keeps out the ele-
ments and light while
keeping the scent in.
The dual blind win-
dows have magnetic
closures for silent operation and allow for 180 degree
viewing and shooting. The window curtains are split for
half up or half down adjustment allowing the user to
fully customize the blind for any particular situation.
The Carnivore utilizes spider hub technology for ease of
set-up and it comes complete with a backpack carrying
case for ease of transportation to and from the hunting
site. 

“Blind sales are grow-
ing countrywide generat-
ing excellent sales oppor-
tunities for the dealers,”
said Tenore. “Ameristep
offers the dealer a wide
variety of blind designs to
fit every hunting applica-
tion from waterfowl and
predators to deer and
turkey. The new Harvester
blind (right) at 82 inches
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tall is ideal for the archer who wants to stand up to shoot.
It also fits the archer using a longbow while the new low
profile Tom Taker 2 at 50 inches high is ideal for the run
and gun hunter.”

Ameristep offers a complete line of treestands, lad-
der stands, blinds, accessories and has added to its line-
up a Bone Collector series as well. For more information
on all of Ameristep’s products phone (810) 686-4035.

Darren Brown (at
left), co-owner of
Buck Bomb said,
“Sales of the original
Buck Bomb aerosol
spray cans continue
to grow as hunters
see the benefits of the
atomization of scents
which provides
extreme downwind
coverage while cover-
ing human scent.
Hunters are telling
me they are seeing
more deer approach-
ing from downwind
when using Buck
Bomb. As Buck
Bomb’s atomized
particles drift they
attach themselves to
leaves, sticks, limbs
and anything else in

their path allowing the animal to follow the scent trail
back to the source.”

Buck Bomb also offers the Detonator, a wick canis-
ter, designed for the hunter that wishes to use liquid lure.
The Detonator (below left) can be filled with the lure of
the user’s choice and then can be

suspended from a branch.
The wick retracts easily
into the housing for clean
and safe transportation.
Also available is Buck
Bomb’s Scrape Tape which
is impregnated with a syn-
thetic blend of rut specific
hormone excretions
blended with optical
brighteners designed to
attract deer both visually
and by scent. The Scrape
Tape is designed to pique
whitetail curiosity and can
be used either at a stand
location or in conjunction
with a false scrape. For
more information phone
(866) 850-6653.

Tony Gowan of

Thomas F. Gowan
& Sons manufac-
turer’s representa-
tives is shown
holding Nikon’s
Archers Choice
Max with active
brightness control
viewfinder. The
advanced technol-
ogy allows
bowhunters to
range targets from
a treestand or in
steep terrain with
the same confi-
dence and ease as
ranging over flat

ground. The viewfinder
(shown at left) provides
suitable readability over
a wide variety of condi-
tions and automatically
turns on the orange LED
illumination in darker
conditions.

For 2011 Nikon
offers the Nikon Pro
Staff series of binoculars
which according to

Nikon gives features and benefits of binoculars costing
50 percent more.

Nikon also offers a speed compensating crossbow
scope with four reticle range indicators and precise .25
minute of angle adjustment at 20 yards. Those are ideal
characteristics for a crossbow scope. Call (631) 547-4200
for complete information on all of Nikon’s products.

PINE RIDGE
ARCHERY

S I N C E  1 9 9 7

kisser buttons

nitro buttons

new

REVOLUTIONARY “SLIDE-ON VERSION” 
SLIDES RIGHT OVER STRING LOOP!

SOFT MATERIAL - SLIDE-ON VERSION SLIDES 
OVER LOOP FOR A MORE SECURE HOLD! 

SLOTTED VERSIONS AVAILABLE - 8 COLORS

SOFT MATERIAL - INCREASE BOW SPEED! - ELIMINATE 
NOCK PINCH - REDUCE VIBRATION - 8 COLORS

new

Pine Ridge Archery has a new logo, new package design and over 60 brand new items!  
WWW.PINERIDGEARCHERY.COM

d new

MADE IN USA

MADE IN USA

ALL NEW

kissers
and

buttons
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Scott Hoyer, pro staff member (left) and Ryan Wimer
of Thomas F. Gowan & Sons stand among the variety of
products offered by Hunter’s Specialties. New for 2011 is
the Aerosol Scent Sprayer that works with Hunter’s
Specialties’ line of Primetime Pure Scents specially pack-
aged to be used with the aerosol delivery system. The
battery operated system is designed to deliver controlled
amounts of scent at regular programmed time intervals
attracting and keeping game returning to the area.
Depending upon the settings selected one charging of
the scent dispensing system can last up to three days.
This system makes an excellent add-on tool for hunters
using false scrapes.

Another interesting item from Hunter’s Specialties is
this i-Kam Extreme video eyewear. It incorporates an

advanced mobile
video recorder
into a lightweight
pair of glasses
with four giga-
bytes (GB) of
built in memory

for three hours of recording. Now no heavy cameras are
required to capture those spur-of-the-moment hunting
occurrences.

New for 2011 from Predator Mouth Calls is the
Stealth-Flex series with the same high quality sound and
a soft textured barrel for quiet movement. For informa-
tion on the products available from Hunter’s Specialties
call (319) 395-0321.

John Trieskey (below), a manufacturer’s representa-
tive, was manning
the Manzella glove
booth at the Kinsey
show. Manzella did
not offer hunting
gloves originally
but rather was a
quality glove manu-
facturer that used
its glove making
technology to intro-
duce a quality line
of hunting gloves.
Manzella offers a

wide variety of glove styles and construction including a
bowhunting series that feature a bow release collar. This
allows the user to fully close the glove while a wrist strap
release protrudes through a built-in opening.

A buyer-friendly display (above) separates gloves
into warm, warmer and warmest categories directing the
buyer to the gloves that best fits their needs. The display
can also encourage buyers to purchase additional gloves.
Bowhunters for example face mild temperatures in the
early season and cool if not cold temperatures in the late
season especially in the early mornings or late evenings.
Guess what? That
means two differ-
ent weight gloves
and more sales.
Phone (800) 645-
6837 for more
information. 

Impulse sales
can be a big profit
generator for any
business. During
the show Dan
Byrne (at right)
showed dealers the
eyeglass selection
and counter dis-
plays available
from AES Optics
comprised of com-
fortable and stylish
polarized sun
glasses. These
glasses are self-
sellers and allow the dealer to make a good margin on an
impulse buy. Call (800) 416-0866.

Brad Lockwood, director of marketing for Outdoor
Edge, and his wife Sheri (see below) were on hand to
show Outdoor Edge’s line of quality outdoor knives. 

New for 2011 is the Skin N’ Bone kit, a lightweight
four piece combo
ideal for skinning
and de-boning big
game at home or in
the field. Added to
the Outdoor Edge
line this year are a
series of Mini-Grip
folding knives that
feel like a full size
knife. The rubber-
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ized Kraton handles
ensure a secure
three fingered grip.
Shown at left they
are available in
black, blaze orange
and pink. They fea-
ture a double sided
thumb stud and lan-
yard for ease of
opening and secure-
ment. Also new for

2011 is this Flip N’ Saw, an ultra-thin lightweight folding
saw with specially designed triple diamond ground teeth
that slice right through bone and make short work of
wood. The Flip N’ Saw comes in 7 inch and 4-1/2 inch
blade lengths. 

Outdoor Edge also offers a series of game processing
videos that make a great add-on sale item for the hunter.
For information on all of the products offered by

Outdoor Edge phone (800)
447-3343.

Shown at left, Alan and
Jennifer Gibbs of Gibbs
Archery Gear are the inven-
tors, manufacturers and
suppliers of a
wide variety of
archery acces-
sories. Alan is a
dedicated bow-
hunter who has
developed his
line of products
out of what he
perceived as the
need for a better
product or the
need for a new
product. 

Gibbs feels
that products do

not have to be expensive or high-tech to
make sense or to generate sales for dealers.
An example of his thinking is the
Super Reflector Pull Up Rope. The
25 foot rope has quick clips built
into either end for a quick hook,
which may make it seem like any
other pull up rope. However Gibbs
blended reflective material into the
rope for ease of locating a tree-
stand in the dark. This was a simple
but effective change toward mak-
ing the product better. To learn
more about the offerings from
Gibbs Archery Gear phone (870)
942-4181.

At right, Joseph Luccisano of

Northeast Products holds the new X-Pak Kodiak.
Northeast, a long established manufacturer of the popu-
lar Therm-a-Seat and Heat-a-Seat, is expanding its line
with the X-Pak Kodiak, a backpack-Therm-a-Seat com-
bination. The X-Pak Kodiak offers a convenient pack and
seat combination for the hunter and is available as a day
pack with approximately 2,200 cubic inches of space or
as the full pack with about 3,320 cubic inches of storage
complete with side and rear compartments. The packs
are available standard with a 3/4 inch cushion or can be
special ordered with the thicker X-treme cushion. 

Also new for 2011 from Northeast Products is the D-
Wedge seat which is a combination of seat and folding
back rest making
it ideal for
ground use or in
a treestand for
all day comfort.
Phone the man-
ufacturer in New
Hampshire at
(603) 567-4301
for more infor-
mation. 

Our next
visit was with
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Michael McGreevy,
the eastern sales
manager for Leven
Industries, holding
the Doinker Dish
Hunter stabilizer.
“The Doinker D.I.S.H.
(Distal, Interrupted,
Stabilizer, Hub) is an
all new concept in
stabilizer design,”
said McGreevy. “This
super-sized hub acts
likes a Doinker on
steroids as it dampens
bow torque, noise,
vibration and shock,
all while making aim-
ing steadier. The Dish
allows the user to cus-

tomize the stabilizer to his individual style and to maxi-
mize performance. The location of the weight mass is
completely adjustable and the total physical weight can
vary from a light 6 ounces to a hefty 2 pounds 14 ounces.
The Dish Hunter brings target technology to the
bowhunter.” For complete information on the Dish
Hunter and all of Leven’s stabilizers call (661) 948-7933.

The Muck Boot Company’s original intent when it
brought its boots to the market in 1999 was to build the
most comfortable 100 percent waterproof boot on the
market for messy and
tough conditions.
While its boots were
aimed at the outdoor
worker, hunters soon
discovered that Muck
Boots were ideally
suited for hunting as
well. Michael Scott of
Hudalla Associates is
shown at right holding
Muck’s new for 2011
Upland Hunting
boots. Also new for
2011 is Muck’s Arctic
Pro boot which is suit-
able for temperatures
down to negative 60
degrees and is ranked
as the warmest boot
Muck has ever pro-
duced. For the bowhunter Muck’s
Woody Max series is very popular. It
is not only comfortable and water-
proof but also drastically reduces
scent transfer. Phone (800) 777-9021.

President Bruce Hudalla of
Hudalla Associates (right in photo at
right) is shown here going over Big

Game’s treestands, ladder stands, feeders and full line of
accessories with an interested customer. Among the new
items for 2011 is the Ultra-View DX ladder stand shown
at bottom right of this page. The DX is 16 feet to the
shooting rail and is a wrap-around stand that allows the
hunter to shoot on both sides and around the back of the
tree. The stand features a comfortable swivel seat that
revolves 360 degrees while the pedestal rotates around
the platform for maximum visibility and shootability.
The design is suitable for both rifle and bowhunters. 

For those hunters who use feeders either for feeding
or attracting game, Big Game offers a line of various
capacity feeders. Feeder accessories include recharge-
able batteries, solar panel chargers and remote controls.
For more information on Big Game products call (800)
268-5077.

In the photo below, Kenny McGeehan stands among
a small sampling of products from Primos while holding
an X Cam trail camera and a bag of Red Spot. The X Cam
is the next generation of trail cameras featuring a black-
out LED that produces no visible light while providing a
50 foot nighttime photo range. The blackout feature
means that no visible light can be seen by either animal
or human. The result is no alarmed game and no warn-
ing to trespassers that they have been detected. 

Primos Red Spot minerals are available in block, liq-
uid or granular form. The Red Spot mineral line is not
only an excellent attractor but is also a true health sup-
plement for deer.

Primos’ Flat-Out feeder uses low-tech technology to
solve the persistent problem of monitoring
feeder levels. The Flat-Out feeder collapses
as the content is reduced allowing the user
to check the feed level from a distance. This
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We challenge you to find a more accurate arrow than the new Maxima®. With our patented
Dual Spine Weight Forward™ technology, the new Maxima® is a breakthrough in arrow design and

performance. We fuse two carbon spines into one: a stiffer back dramatically increases recovery out of 
the bow; a heavier front acts as “power steering” to guide the arrow precisely towards the target. To see 

the amazing arrow-splitting Maxima® in action, visit our website. Shoot Better. Carbon Express®.

carbonexpressarrows.com

The new Maxima®

won’t just beat 

your arrow. It’ll split

it in two.

The New Maxima® with Dual Spine Weight Forward™
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feature not only makes
operation more conve-
nient but more effective
as it reduces the amount
of human scent normally
deposited at the feeder
site when close examina-
tion is required. Call
(800) 523-2395 for more
information on products
from Primos.

Shown at left, Kevin
Dvoroznak, president of
Ripcord arrow rests,
holds the Ripcord Code
Red rest. “The Ripcord
offers the advantages of
both a fall-away and
containment style arrow
rest with none of the pos-
sible disadvantages,” said
Dvoroznak. “The Code
Red has a built-in Drop
Dead brake system to
eliminate arrow interfer-
ing bounce back and it

has internal dampers to reduce noise. A soft, red over-
molding on the launcher and containment arm elimi-
nates the need for extra moleskin and our football cable
clamp eliminates the need for a bow press for installa-
tion. Also new for 2011 the Code Red has a redesigned
cord opening to reduce cord wear.”

Contact Ripcord at (406) 683-0100 for complete
information. 

Shown below is Lori Mohler, the eastern regional sales
manager for Brunton. She said, “Brunton is dealer friendly
and wants to work with dealers both large and small.
Brunton offers a complete line of high end but affordable
quality optics offering the dealer an opportunity to provide
his customer an alternate choice in optics.” 

Brunton’s Eterna mid-size binocular (shown) is an
ideal choice for bowhunting where weight and size are a
factor while its Echo wide angle model is well suited for

the hunter needing
a wider field of
view. Brunton’s
Echo Pocket Scope
(far right) is a tiny
monocular with

crystal clear optics. The 7x18 scope is great for mid-range
viewing and focuses as close as 13 inches when those
opportunities arise to view nature close up. Phone (307)
857-4700 for information on Brunton’s complete line of
optics. 

At right, Patrick
Mason of GSM holds
Stealth Camera’s new
Archers Choice IR
scouting camera. The
camera takes 8
megapixel still shots
and 10-180 second
videos. The Archers
Choice has 38 IR emit-
ters for a 50 foot
range. Icon based pro-
gramming makes the
unit quick and easy to
use and it offers the
ability to vary the
number of photos per
trigger as well as the
delay between trig-
gers.

GSM also handles
the Cyclops lights,
Walker’s Game Ear
hearing enhancers
and American Hunter
feeders. Call (877)
269-8490 for informa-
tion on the complete
product line.

James Lombardi,
president of Buck Fever was on hand (above) to inform
dealers about his line of synthetic scents. “I like to think
of our products as a better Buck Trap,” laughed
Lombardi. “Our products are 100 percent synthetic
meaning we have total control over the formula and also
meaning the products have an indefinite shelf life.
Temperature has no effect on the products and after
application when they have completely dried out they
crystallize and then are regenerated with moisture even
as slight as the morning dew.”

In addition to the popular deer scents Buck Fever
products are available in bear, elk, boar and new for 2011,
moose. Vanishing Hunter is a versatile scent controller
from Buck Fever for skin, clothing and gear. It is designed

to remove all scent and is available in sprays or
wipes. Added to the line this year is Vanishing

Angler for the
f i s h e r m a n ’ s
hands as well as
lines and leaders
and Vanishing
Bar Soap. Call
(888) 377-2825
for information.
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Dave Stock, sales director for Field Logic, poses with
Field Logic’s line-up of Glen Del deer targets. This
expanded line added two new targets and now offers the
dealer a variety of price points to match his customer’s
budget. Field Logic’s newly redesigned Black hole
Archery Target features four sided shooting at a variety of
small, medium and large spots. The open layered design
allows the user to shoot all tips and arrow removal is
easy. 

Rage broadheads has added to its line a new cross-
bow 2 bladed broadhead available in 100 and 125 grains
with a 1-3/4 inch cutting diameter.
Contact Field Logic at (715) 395-
9959.

At right, Ben Summers, director
of operations for T.R.U. Ball, was
kept busy showing dealers T.R.U.
Ball’s complete release line-up. Ben
was hard to miss in his new T.R.U.
Ball eye catching shooter shirt now
available to the general public. The
shirt can be customized with the
addition of the shooter’s name if
desired, at an additional charge. 

The all new Bandit release
shown below features a rope con-
nection covered in weather resistant
flexible tubing designed to keep the
release in a ready position when in
hunting situations where a speedy
hookup is key.

The popular Assassin was intro-
duced in 2010 and is now available in
this variegated Pink Passion color for
2011. This new color is striking and
has been well received by dealers.
New to the Assassin series of releases
for 2011 is the Assassin Scout. The
Scout is specifically designed for the

archer that wants
their release to be
out of the way
until needed. To
accomplish this,
the Scout offers a
caliper head with
an adjustable
web strap that allows the release to fall out of the way
when not needed. Phone (434) 929-2800 for more infor-
mation.

Rob Smith from the Barnett Crossbows sales depart-
ment is shown at right holding Barnett’s CarbonLite
Ghost. New for 2011 Barnett offers four of its crossbows
with CarbonLite technology. “The new Carbon Riser
Technology (CRT)
makes Barnett’s cross-
bows the lightest and
strongest on the mar-
ket,” said Smith. This
technology is found in
the Ghost 400
CarbonLite, the Ghost
CarbonLite 350, the
Buck Commander 365

Phone: 860-632-7115 
Fax: 860-632-5775
e-mail: bcyray@msn.com
See our catalog or visit our web site: ����������	
����

for the widest variety and latest innovations 
in bowstring material from the people who 
really know archery

m

RELY ON BCY 
Bowstring Material

� INCREASED 
  DURABILITY
� COMPLETE 
  STABILITY
� HIGHER 
  ARROW SPEED

� HIGHEST STRENGTH

Pink Passion version
of the Assassin Scout.
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CarbonLite and the Predator
375 CarbonLite. 

New for 2011 is the
Penetrator with a 12 inch
power stroke producing a
speed of 350 feet per second.
The Penetrator features
Barnett’s high energy cam

system and the CrossWire string and cable system. The
Penetrator has Barnett’s new ADF trigger system with 3.5
pound pull and it has a crank attachment built into the
stock allowing for easy installation of the optional crank
cocking device.

In the accessory line Barnett has added a rope cock-
ing device (see top of page) with a handy built in multi
tool that can be used with any crossbow, making it a
great add-on sale item for the dealer. For more informa-
tion call (727) 234-4999.

At lower left Jesse Pierson from Big Dog Treestands
takes a well deserved break after talking to a constant
stream of dealers. Big Dog added the Mastiff XL to its line
this year. The Mastiff XL is an upgraded Mastiff with larg-
er seat and platform complete with a back rest, arm rest
and flip up gun rail. Also beefed up for 2011 is the
Stadium Series Dual ladder stand. The two man ladder
stand features a larger platform for extra room. 

A new item for 2011 is Big
Dog’s 16 foot Bow Quad
specifically designed for a
single bowhunter that likes to
shoot from a standing posi-
tion. The Quad is self stand-
ing and fully enclosed mea-
suring 16 feet to the top of the
windows with a 7 foot ceiling
and eight side windows, as
shown below. For more infor-
mation on Big Dog’s com-
plete line of stands and
accessories call (309) 263-
6800.

Rick Risner, pro staff
member for Slick Trick,
explained the features
of Slick Trick’s new
Grizztrick 2. “The
Grizztrick 2 has been
redesigned to fly accu-
rately out of any bow
including today’s fastest
models,” Risner said.
“The four bladed head
has a 1-1/4 inch cutting
diameter that cuts more
surface than a three
bladed head with a 1-
1/2 inch cutting diame-
ter.”

For 2011 all Slick Trick’s heads have upgraded
Mercedes blades which are a custom steel knife grade
material that is 25 percent sharper and stronger. Call
(870) 934-0131 for
more information. 

Ron Wingo,
director of sales
for Buck Country,
holds two OXY
Elim-A-Scent elec-
tronic scent elimi-
nators. “These
electronic scent
eliminators pro-
duce a combina-
tion of natural
cleansing activat-
ed oxygen and
healthful negative
ions that destroy
all bacterial and
n o n - b a c t e r i a l
scents and odors,”
explained Wingo. “This highly effective process of
deodorization leaves only natural oxygen as its by-prod-
uct. The activated oxygen output is the same as the fresh,
clean, natural outdoor air
after a lighting and rain
storm. This scent elimina-
tion system is truly the
future of scent elimina-
tion.” To learn more phone
(262) 334-3000. 

Bob Calesaric of Deer
Quest (at right) told the
author about an interest-
ing approach to scent
elimination and scent
attractors. Deer Quest’s
new Scent Quest is not a
scent depressor but rather
it is a scent eliminator.
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Scent Quest will remove scents from hunting clothes and
gear. Not only does it eliminate the scents that alarm
wild game but it works well for insects as well. It does not
repel insects but rather eliminates the scents that attract
them. Scent Quest can also be used to eliminate the
scent from downed game. By spraying a kill with Scent
Quest it eliminates the odors that attract predators
allowing the hunter time to get help and return later for
his trophy.

Deer Sense by Deer Quest is a scent stick that once
activated with heat emits an oil based scent for two plus
hours and lingers for an additional two hours. As the oil
based scent drifts with the wind currents it spreads the
scent over a wide area drawing game from a distance to
the site of the scent stick. Scent sticks come in packs of
six and twelve sticks in different food and sex scents for
deer. Bear scent sticks are also available. Call (800) 795-
7581. 

Lennie Rezmer, pointed out sev-
eral new products from Gorilla
Treestands for 2011. “With Gorilla
it’s all about comfort,” stressed
Rezmer. “The King Kong Expedition
HX (shown below) offers the hunter
all-day treestand comfort. An extra
wide comfort mesh seat does not cut
off circulation behind the legs and
the padded arm and back rests min-
imize the effect of peak pressure
points. The arm rest flips up for the
hunter that wants to stand to shoot
or to just take a break. The HX keeps
the hunter comfortably on the stand
longer increasing his chances for
success.”

“Gorilla’s new G-30 Safety har-
ness (at right) is the ultimate safety
harness for all season comfort,”
Rezmer said. “Its wide straps

increase comfort and the
parachute style buckles are
quick and easy to use while
offering complete security.
The harness features a
longer energy absorbing
tether system that increases
motion while reducing felt
fall force by nearly 40 per-
cent. The harness features
maximum adjustment for a
custom fit and is what we
call a ‘one size fits most’. The G30 includes a heavy duty
lineman’s climbing strap and features accessory clips for
binoculars, rangefinder etc.” 

“Also new for 2011 is the Gorilla’s Silverback Stealth
HX climbing stand (above right),” continued Rezmer.
“The structure utilizes a new D-tube which is a thinner

yet stronger material that results in a frame
that is 25 percent lighter yet is 40 percent
stronger. The Gorilla Grip pivoting arms form
to trees 8 to 22 inches in diameter providing a
solid lock in a wide variety of conditions. The
Silverback features a comfortable back and
combined with the large 19-1/2 by 33 inch
platform results in a comfortable, solid stand.”

For more information on Gorilla products
phone (877) 685-7817.  

The October Mountain Products brand
developed for sale through Kinesy’s and other
major distributors continues to expand. In fact
there are now two “sub-brands” under that
banner, the Mountain Man traditional bows
and the Fin-Finder bowfishing products. Look
for them from distributors like H&H, Ellett
Brothers, Pape’s and Jake’s Archery.

There is also a full line of  tools for both tra-
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ditional and com-
pounds alike. The
interest in tradi-
tional archery is
growing, said Bill
Mehaffey (at left)
who manned the
October Mountain
booth introducing
dealers to the full
line of products. For
more information
phone (717) 653-
0074. 

As the show
wrapped up and
booths were being
torn down for
another year I had a
moment to talk to
Kinsey’s Customer

Team Leader Toni DiRuscio. I asked Toni her reaction to
the show and what was next on her schedule. With an
exhausted laugh and her ever-present smile she said,
“This show is a team effort and it’s a success because of
everyone at Kinsey’s working together to make it hap-
pen. Now it is back to the office to process the orders that
were placed during the show and wrap up some odds
and ends. Then I think we will take at least an hour off

before we start on next year’s show.”  
Next year is Kinsey’s tenth anniversary and they will

be planning something special for all the dealers and
manufacturers who work with them throughout the year.
I am sure ArrowTrade will be there. Won’t you join us?

Editor’s Note: In addition to his editorial planning and
writing duties with ArrowTrade, John Kasun is an outdoor
seminar speaker and a business consultant with experi-
ence in corporations large and small. He can be reached at
126 Acorn Lane, Duncansville, PA 16635, by phone at (814)
695-5784 or by email at kasun@atlanticbb.net.

Prizes, Sponsors and Winners

Polaris Trail Boss 330 ATV
Compliments of Joe Miller, Bill Gartland Rep

Group and manufacturers who are repre-
sented by William J. Gartland and

Associates. These companies include:

LimbSaver
Block Target

Rage Broadheads
Ten Point Crossbows

Kwikee Kwiver
Trufire Releases

Hunter Safety Systems
Kutmaster Knives
Covert Cameras

Rhino Blinds / Lid Cam
Extreme Sights
Hme Products

Won by: Seneca Outpost,
Seneca, Pennsylvania

Montana Whitetail Sponsored Hunt, Won
by Baker’s Sporting Goods,

Greenwood, Delaware

Parker Archery raffled a 2011 Parker
Concorde Crossbow, won by Haddings

Bow Shop, Lima, Ohio

Diamond Archery raffled an autographed
Authentic Ben Roethlisberger football,

won by Miller’s Gun Shop,
Mill Hall, Pennsylvania

Kinsey’s Toni DiRuscio gets some help from this young
bowhunter who helped draw the names for the prize winners.
Hey are we sure this little guy can’t read?
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